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FIGURE 0 . PAINTING FROM 1537 PROVIDED BY G. MAETZ. IN THE UPPER RIGHT AND LEFT CORNER THE TOWNS OF GOTTOW AND SCHÖNEFELD ARE DISPLAYED. THE TOWNS 

ARE CONNECTED WITH EACH OTHER BY A WATERSTREAM. THIS WATERSTREAM COULD BE PRECUSOR OF THE CHANNEL HAMMERFLIEß CALLED ‘GOLIA’. 
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Abstract 
 

In 2017, R. Koning investigated the presumed former flow path of the channel the Hammerfließ called 

‘Golia’ in South-East Brandenburg, Germany, that flows through the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley. The 

Hammerfließ channel that was created in 1750 was canalized in the 1970’s because of the 

‘Komplexmelioration’ for agricultural reasons but now the users of the area concerning agriculture, forestry 

and nature conservation have been experiencing negative effects regarding the water balance due to these 

changes and now the Flächenagentur Brandenburg GmbH (Area Agency Brandenburg GmbH) is trying to 

give the channel back its former flow. Before the creation of the channel, there already existed a water 

stream that flowed through the area, which was called ‘Golia’.  R. Koning investigated this former flow in 

his master thesis with existing LiDAR data, infrared recordings, aerial photos and historic maps. In this 

bachelor thesis, the predicted former flow path is attempted to be validated with core samples taken in the 

field for the path near Horstwalde, between Schöbendorf and Horstwalde in South Brandenburg (Northeast 

Germany). The presence of a former water rich environment could be validated with the difference of clay 

content between the samples, presence of undecomposed organic material and coarse sand sediments 

found in the agricultural field. In addition, data from drone images processed with Agisoft Photoscan 

professional was used to create a DEM and a orthomosaic which were used for analyzing the former flow 

path in the field and was compared to the already existing data for its usefulness. The orthomosaic from 

the drone images turned out to be a useful addition to the existing data in a way that it is a quick and 

relative cheap way to get detailed images of the area compared to LiDAR data. The DEM was in a lesser 

extend a useful addition because of a computational error reported as the ‘bowl effect’.  
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Introduction 
During the Quaternary period, the northern part of Germany has had to deal with glacial cycles. The last   

glacial cycle, the Weichselian, has formed the Baruther Urstromtal (Baruth ice-marginal valley). These ice-

marginal valleys are glacial spillways that laid the basis for the regional river network in the area. When the 

Weichselian ice sheet began to melt and later began to retreat, it formed these spillways, which flowed 

from southeast to northwest (Riterknecht, Braucher, Böse, Bourlès & Mercier, 2012). The Hammerfließ 

channel is part of the catchment area of the “Baruther Urstromtal und Luckenwalder Heide” (Luckenwalder 

heathland) in Germany (Brandenburg)). This channel is thought to be created by men around 1750, when 

the iron hammer factory in Gottow was build, where the channel is named after (Bratring, 1804; G. Schulze, 

personal contact, 5th of May 2017; Palmes 2005). The channel was created for transporting iron that was 

produced in several ‘Hammerwerke’ or iron hammer factories along the path of the channel, and to provide 

water for the mills that had to produce energy for the labour itself (Palmes, 2005; G. Maetz, personal 

contact, 4th of May 2017). Before this channel was created, a water stream already existed in the area, the 

supposed former flow path of the Hammerfließ, called ‘Golia’ (Berghaus, 1804). When the channel was 

created, this water stream presumably dried up, since the water stream is not flowing through the 

landscape anymore. However, evidence of this paleo flow can still be found on aerial photos as can be seen 

in figure 2 and on other data sources made by Koning (2017) (see Appendix C). In his master thesis, R. Koning 

(2017) investigated this supposed former flow path ‘Golia’ with LiDAR data, colour infrared images, 

orthophotos and historical topographic maps. Within his research, he also assessed the effectiveness of the 

different data sources, and concluded that besides the usefulness of the conventional data sources and 

with regard to the newly used LiDAR data, digital terrain models were the most informative LiDAR derived 

products. With all the data combined, he could reconstruct a predicted former flow by linking the lowest 

points in the DEM that is shown in figure 3 in pink.  In his recommendation, Koning acknowledges that a 

validation of the predicted flow path in the field is needed. To validate this paleo flow, it is needed to take 

core samples in the field on the locations where the possible former flow is reconstructed. These core 

samples could contain succession of sediment deposits that can be linked to conditions that can be assigned 

to dormant paleo flow (Koning, 2017). This bachelor thesis is a continuation of the master thesis of Koning 

in which the aim is to validate the proposed reconstruction of a paleo channel of the former paleo river by 

Koning near Horstwalde, Baruth/Mark in Germany by taking core samples of the soil on predetermined 

locations.  

 

FIGURE 1.  SATELLITE PHOTO’S OF THE AREA AROUND HORSTWALDE (UPPER LEFT CORNER), GERMANY FROM GOOGLE 

MAPS (2017). SUPPOSED FORMER FLOW PATH OF HAMMERFLIEß IN PINK VISUALISED IN RIGHT IMAGE.  
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FIGURE 2. RECONSTRUCTED FORMER PALEOCHANNEL OF THE HAMMERFLIEß VISUALISED IN PINK BY KONING (2017). CURRENT CHANNEL 

IS VISUALISED IN BLUE (KONING, 2017).  

Relevance  

Social 

During the 1970’s there was a “Komplexmelioration”, an improvement in the form of enhanced drainage 

of the rivers and water-rich areas in the area. In this period, the Hammerfließ was further canalised, mainly 

for agricultural reasons (Bronstert, Itzerott & Lahmer, 2006). Presently, the users of the area concerning 

agriculture, forestry and nature conservation have been experiencing negative effects regarding the water 

balance (Palmes, 2005). Now it is planned to give the area back its original flow path. The channel is 

important for the surrounding region because it flows through multiple important lowland areas which are 

qualified as nature conservation areas. The project has already started with the first 4.3 km near Paplitz 

(Flächenagentur Brandenburg GmbH, 2014). However, the project does not focus on the former natural 

flow path, but it focusses on bringing a natural flow path in the canalised Hammerfließ from the 

Komplexmelioration. Sadly, this does not work, and the river is dry a couple of times per year now (M. Rippl, 

Revierleiter Schöbendorfer Busch, personal contact, 4th of May 2017). Besides the already mentioned 

possible positive effects on the ecology, giving the area back its natural watercourse could also improve the 

water management of the area (Palmes, 2005). This could help fight against the decreasing groundwater 

and lake levels and the decreasing river discharges due to prevailing drought in North East Germany (Kaiser 

et al., 2012). Therefore, looking at ways to improve the natural water management in the area is important 

when keeping in mind that these ecosystems provide services for society (Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment, 2005).  
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Scientific 

Continuation of the research done by Koning will help to validate this research, which will also help to close 

the knowledge deficiencies regarding the paleo morphology of the area. To understand the environmental 

issues, we are currently dealing with, it is important to have knowledge of regional paleo hydrology such as 

hydrologic changes due to river development (Kaiser et al., 2012). In addition, determining where the ‘Golia’ 

has flown will help the community to give the river back its original flow.  

Research question and objectives 
The research question of this bachelor thesis will be: “How can the reconstructed former flow path of the 

precursor of the modern Hammerfließ through the Baruth ice-marginal valley be validated with core 

samples taken in the research area of Horstwalde, Germany”.  

In addition to this, there will also be looked at if drone images will be useful as an addition to the existing 

maps and photos for the validation of the former channel flow. So, besides the main research question 

described above, the sub question will be: ‘’How can the detailed aerial photographs from a drone flight be 

an addition to the already existing data for analysing the former channel flow’’.  
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Theoretical framework 

Paleochannel reconstruction 
Paleochannels are channels of a river that are no longer active and are filled up with younger sediments 

(Anand & Paine, 2002). When paleochannels are no longer recognisable in the landscape due to this filling 

up, they can still be recognised through other characteristics. When the paleochannel is filled up with 

sediments that are more porous than the surrounding soil, the difference in electric potential field potential 

can make a distinction between the paleochannel and the surrounding area (Lowe, 2007; Revil et al., 2007). 

Also, the more porous sediments can make it easier for groundwater to flow through the paleochannel, 

which creates a difference in soil moisture with its surrounding area (Revil, et al. 2005). This difference in 

soil moisture can reveal paleochannels on satellite data, high-resolution remote sensing images and aerial 

orthophotos (Lowe, 2007; Bisson et a., 2011). In some cases, it is even possible to detect this difference in 

soil moisture through difference in vegetation cover. Also, in addition to the methods mentioned above, 

the possibility of using colour infrared(CIR) bands is especially useful because soil moisture is sensitive to 

CIR (Bisson et al., 2011).  

The paleochannel in the field can be identified due to differences in soil types and development of soil 

profiles, vegetation and moisture content (Lowe, 2007). When a channel is abandoned, it fills up with 

channel sediments, and can be filled up after a period with organic matter or flood deposits (Lewin, Macklin 

& Johnstone, 2005).  

LiDAR  
The term LiDAR stands for Light Detection and Ranging technology. Improvements in the past several years 

has made this technology rapid and relatively inexpensive when using airborne LiDAR data for analysing the 

topography of large sized areas (Zhang et al., 2003).  Airborne LiDAR data is derived with a plane that flies 

over the area and sends out laser pulses to get an visualisation of the area from the measurements of the 

amplitude from the reflected laser pulses (Challis, Carey, Kincey & Howard, 2011). Once the measurements 

of non-ground features (like buildings, vegetation cover, roads) are classified and removed from the digital 

terrain models (DTMs) can be generated (Zhang et al., 2003). One of the major benefits of LiDAR elevation 

data is that it can give a more detailed image about alluvial geo(archaeo)logy of an area than existing maps 

(Challis, Carey, Kincey & Howard, 2011).  

DEM 
A DEM is a digital elevation model that can be used to study the properties of the surface of an area. It 

creates three-dimensional visualisation of the terrain surface from the LiDAR data. A DEM can mean two 

types of models. First, it can be a Digital Terrain Model (DTM), which shows the shape of the ground surface. 

Second, it can be a Digital Surface Model (DSM) which shows the shape of the surface including non-ground 

features. With DEM’s other maps can be derived, such as slope, hillshade and aspect maps (CHARIM, n.d.).  

Cross-sections 
Cross-sections can be made to better understand the LiDAR data. With the DEM derived from the LiDAR 

data cross-sections are made to show the profile graph of the selected area. It shows the geometrical 

characteristics of the channel. Rosgen (1994) created a classification system to quickly measure the channel 

parameters, shown in figure 4.   
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FIGURE 3. ROSGEN'S CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR CHANNEL ANALYSIS.  

Types that are typically found in a valley type like the Baruth ice-marginal valley are C (slightly sinuous 
channels with pools and riffles, D (braided system), Da (anastomosing channels) and E (small sinuous 
channels) (Rosgen, 1994).  In the thesis of Koning (2017), a cross section that is taken from the area of 
Horstwalde (catchment 3) is classified as type E, because the sinuosity of the channel exceeded 1.5.  
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Research area  
The research area as described above, is in the 

Northeast of Germany, 50-60 km south of Berlin as 

shown in figure 4. In the master thesis of Koning 

(2017), the research area of the Baruth ice marginal 

valley and Luckenwalder heathland is divided into 9 

catchment areas, shown in figure 5. In this bachelor 

thesis, the chosen research area lies in the 

catchment area number three “Horstwalde” 

(Koning, 2017). This area includes the town 

Horstwalde and is also bordered on the north and 

south side by dunes. The area is characterised by 

agricultural fields and forests. The actual research 

area is an agricultural field and a part of the forest 

south of the town Horstwalde, as shown in figure 6. 

The Hammerfließ flows through this area from East 

to West, between the towns of Baruth and 

Luckenwalde. The area is relatively flat due to its 

past fluvio-glacial genesis in the Weichselian Late 

Glacial, which is a characteristic of an ice-marginal valley. In figure 6 the blue polygon shows the 

reconstructed path that flows through the research area created by Koning (2017). As mentioned in the 

introduction, in appendix C, a DEM, CIR and a hill shade map in the research created by the Koning can be 

seen, which clearly shows the presence of the former channel in the research area (Koning, 2017).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 5. EXTENT OF RESEARCH AREA OF ROBIN KONING AND CURRENT HAMMERFLIEß CHANNEL WITH SUBVISIONS OF CATCHMENTS 

AREAS. BACKGROUND TOPOGRAPHY IS THE “DIGITALES NAVIGATIONSMODELL” (DNM) WMS, RETRIEVED FROM GEOSPATIAL 

INFORMATION WEBSITE BRANDENBURG (APPENDIX F)”. (KONING, 2017) 

 

FIGURE 4. IDENTIFICATION OF RESEARCH AREA IN NORTH EAST GERMANY, 

INDICATED WITH RED SQUARE 
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FIGURE 6. POSSIBLE FORMER FLOW OF THE HAMMERFLIEß IN THE BARUTHER URSTROMTAL NEAR HORSTWALDE. THE RECONTRUCTED 

POSSIBLE FLOW IS VISUALISED IN BLUE AND MADE WITH POLYGONS IN ARCMAP (KONING, 2017). RESEARCH AREA VISUALISED WITH RED 

RECTANGLE.  
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Methods  

Literature study 
To conduct the fieldwork properly, a literature study about the fieldwork area and the channel has been 

done. This is for a large part already done by Koning (2017) in his master thesis. With his analysis Koning 

has done the pre-work by giving a proposed reconstruction of the paleochannel, which can now be 

validated in the field. It was also necessary that a literature study was done on the soils and sediments that 

can be found in the research area. A study done by Palmes (2005) about the Hammerfließ states that 

gleysols and brown earth soils can be found in the area, which can carry alluvial sediments. Also, in Koning’s 

master thesis, it is mentioned that in lacustrine environments former fluvial paths can be validate by 

stratified coarse sand deposits to finer sand deposits or muddy conditions. If this can also be found in areas 

with a glacial past is not known (Koning, 2017).  

Fieldwork  

Core samples 

A fieldwork week was executed from the 1st of May till the 5th of May 2017 to validate the presumed channel 

flow with core samples from the corresponding area. With the DEM, the possible former flow is visualized 

in pink as described in the master thesis of Koning (2017), shown in figure 7. In this figure, multiple yellow 

points with the corresponding numbers in italics are shown which mark the locations where core samples 

have been taken. Core samples have been taken in the forest and in the agricultural field. The core samples 

taken from the locations in the forest are taken in a row for groups of three. This is done because the DEM 

in the forest gives a clearer visualisation of the possible flow, compared to agricultural field on the west 

side of the road, and therefor gives greater certainty about location of the flow path. Per location there 

have been 3 core samples taken which included one in the reconstructed path, one in the presumed levee 

of the former and one outside the former flow path. For the core samples taken in the field, core samples 

7 and 8 are taken respectively on the edge of the field and in the agricultural field itself. Samples 9 and 10 

are taken further in the field. Furthermore, the core samples from the agricultural field and the forest have 

been compared to each other to see if the soils or sediments found in the core samples taken from the 

reconstructed path will show comparison. The soils and sediments found in the core samples have been 

identified with the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB), 2006. The core samples have been taken 

with an auger, that could be extended with several intermediate pieces (each 1 meter long) and could also 

be transformed gouge auger. To determine the location in the field a Yuma2 tablet has been used. 

Coordination of the locations of where the core samples have been taken were determined with the GPS 

toolbar of ArcGIS on the tablets. Permission for taking core samples in the field had to be granted for both 

the agricultural field as well as the forest. Regarding the forest, permission was granted by ‘Revierleiter 

Schöbendorfer Busch’ (district manager of the Schöbendorfer forest) M. Rippl for the entire Schöbendorfer 

forest. For the agricultural field, permission was granted by the farmer that was working in the field at the 

moment of sampling.        
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FIGURE 7. SAMPLE POINTS SHOWN AS YELLOW DOTS WTH THE CORRESPONDING CROSS-SECTION LINES. POSSIBLE FLOW VISUALISED IN 

PINK ON THE DEM MADE FROM THE LAS DATA AVAILABLE FOR THE BARUTH ICE-MARGINAL VALLEY (KONING, 2017). 

Drone images  

In addition to the data that was available for the thesis of Koning (2017), it was now made possible to fly a 

drone over the research area during the fieldwork. The drone has taken photos, which could later be 

analysed for relevant information about the paleo channel, in addition to the already existing information. 

The drone that was used is a DJI Phantom 3 Advanced drone provided by the University of Amsterdam. 

With the apps DJI Go and Drone Deploy a flight plan was set out. The images were stored in a memory chip 

installed in the drone and have been processed afterwards with the software program Agisoft Photoscan 

Professional. This is a program that delivers high resolution products such as DEM’s made with drone 

cameras. These cameras that have low consumer costs, and this technique of deriving data has a potential 

in saving time when it comes to the quick availability of the images instead of the time that is spent on 

transporting heavy equipment (Javernick, Brasington & Caruso, 2014).  With the program, a DEM and a 

orthomosaic was made which will be presented in the results section.  

Cross-sections  
With the DEM derived from the las data set that belongs to the research area of the Baruth Ice-Marginal 

Valley, also used by Koning (2017), several cross sections were made in ArcGIS before the fieldwork with 

the 3D-Analyst tool to get a better understanding of the presence of the old channel in the landscape. In 

figure 7, the numbered black lines correspond with the cross-sections that have been taken.  
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The cross-sections are visualised in figure 8. The black line in the separate figures resembles the relief in 

the field for the location of the line using the values of the DEM from Koning (2017). Cross- sections 1 and 

2 shows a clear visualisation of a depression that corresponds with the reconstructed path (visualised in 

pink in figure 7). These cross-sections are located in the forest where no ploughing has occurred. Cross 

sections 3, 4 and 5 are taken from the agricultural field in the DEM. These show that the former channel is 

clearly less visible in the profile of the cross section, but that it can still be identified from the depressions 

present in the cross-sections. Cross sections 3, 4 and 5 show a more zigzagging profile compared to the 

profiles of cross section 1 and 2. It should be noted that although the depressions can be seen clearly in the 

cross-sections, the range difference in actual meters is small. For comparison, cross-sections have been 

made with the DEM derived from the drone images after the fieldwork week. These cross-sections will be 

shown in the results section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 FIGURE 8. CROSS SECTIONS CORRESPONDING WITH CROSS SECTION LOCATIONS ON FIGURE 7 
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Results  
In this section, the results of the research will be presented. First, the findings of the core samples taken in 

the fieldwork week are presented. For a visualisation and description of the core samples, Appendix A can 

be consulted. Secondly, the results of the drone flight that was executed in the fieldwork week, and the 

products that were derived from the images are presented 

Core samples 

The first six core samples were taken in the forested area as can be seen in figure 8. As stated above, the 

core samples are taken in a sequence of three, one in the predicted flow path (1&4), one outside the 

predicted flow path (2&5) and one in the presumed levee (3&6). To give a clearer image, the cross-sections 

1 and 2 from the method section were used to show the profiles found in samples 1 to 3 and 4 to 6 in 

Appendix D. As can be seen, there is a significant difference between the profiles. Profiles 1 and 4 show a 

profile with a high clay content. In both the profiles undecomposed plant material was found. For profile 1 

this was classified as a peaty layer. For the presumed levees, profiles 3 and 6, there was a lower clay content 

beneath the hummus layer, which was classified as loamy sand. For the profiles outside the predicted flow 

path, only one layer showed presence of clay. Underneath, there was the c layer with the parent material 

sand from the Baruther Ice-Marginal valley. So, it can be said that the corresponding core samples show 

resemblances with each other due to contents of clay, and that with increasing distance from the predicted 

flow path, the content of clay decreases.   

In the predicted flow path and as well on the 

presumed levee, sparganuim erectum was 

growing (see figure 9), which is a river 

vegetation species (Haslam & Wolsely, 1981). 

This vegetation type followed the predicted 

flow path through the forest.  

Core samples 7, 8, 9 and 10 were taken in the 

agricultural field. Sample 7 showed no signs of a 

former water rich environment. Sample 8 was 

taken close to sample 7, in the agricultural field. 

The profile shows great similarities with core 

sample 7, but differs in the lower profile layer. 

The last layer of core sample 8 was made of the 

same structure as the above layers, but carried 

undecomposed twigs and wood. This was also 

the case with core sample 9. In the lower layer, 

undecomposed organic matter was found. Core 

sample 10, which had to be drilled with a gouge 

auger, coarse blueish sand with chunks of 

undecomposed woods were found in the lower 

layer.  

Drone flight 
As mentioned before, a drone flight was executed. It should be mentioned that the field had just undergone 

ploughing. A drone flight could not have been carried out earlier because of the weather. The wind and rain 

made it impossible to carry out a secure flight. The area where the drone has flown is pointed out as the 

red outlined area in figure 9. The drone was set to fly a predetermined flight plan that was made with Drone 

FIGURE 9. SPARGANIUM ERECTUM AS SEEN IN THE FIELDWORK AREA 

FOR CORE SAMPLE 1. FOR COÖRDINATES, SEE APPENDIX A. 
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Deploy. The height was set at 50 meters which was necessary due to the trees surrounding the agricultural 

field. With DJI GO the photos from the flight were stored and shared for further processing. 

Agisoft Photoscan  

The photos were further processed with the program Agisoft Photoscan Professional. With this program, 

several products were derived with the required steps for each product. Some products had to be 

completed to take the next steps. The program did not entirely succeed in creating all the products in one 

project, which led to the necessity of two Agisoft Photoscan projects that had to be run. For the first project 

the accuracy in the general menu for the alignment of the photos (the first step) was set at its highest. With 

these aligned photos a Dense Cloud, a Tiled Model and a DEM could be derived. Yet, when taking the step 

of building a Mesh, the program crashed every time the process was running. Because the photos had the 

highest accuracy, it takes up a lot of RAM memory which resulted in an extremely long processing time, 

which can sometimes not be completed or are more vulnerable for a crash (Agisoft Forum, 2017). This made 

it highly sensitive for crashes. Therefore, another Agisoft Photoscan project was created using the same 

drone images, only this time using the high accuracy option from the general menu of the Align Photos step 

instead of using the highest option. With this it was possible to take the step of building a Mesh without 

the program crashing, and therefor an 3D Model, a DEM and a Orthomosaic were created in this project. 

However, the Orthomosaic could not be made with the mesh, only with the DEM. After processing the 

drone photos, the products of the projects 1 and 2 could be used in the program ArcGIS for further research.  

 

FIGURE 9. SELECTED AREA IN RED GIVES OUTLINE OF THE AREA FOR THE DRONE FLIGHT. GOOGLE MAPS SATELLITE PHOTO 2017.  

ArcGIS 

As noted in the paragraph above, the products from the projects from Agisoft Photoscan Professional were 

used in ArcGIS to get a better understanding of the present situation of the presence of the old channel in 

the landscape. In this section, the already available sources are compared to the new availably made 

sources analysing the old channel.  
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DEM 

One of the products that was created in the Agisoft project 2 is the DEM, which can be seen in figure 10. 

The original DEM that was created with Agisoft also included the trees and the road surrounding the field. 

For determining the range of the height of the DEM it took the height of 3.42 meters as the maximum value. 

The height of the former channel was set to a height of around -18 meters. This had to be changed in order 

to correctly compare the DEM and the cross-sections with each other. First, the DEM was clipped to exclude 

the influence that the height of the trees and the road had on the DEM, so that the DEM would only focus 

on the difference in height in the agricultural field. Second, to transform the values of the DEM to the values 

of the original DEM made with the LAS data from 2011, some calculations were needed to be done. To 

compare the difference of height values of the two DEM’s a base reference had to be appointed. In this 

case, the road was chosen because it can be said with some certainty that it has not undergone any changes 

in height, which is the case with tillage when soil is redistributed (Govers, Quine, Desmet & Walling, 1996). 

Several points were created on the location of the road (see Appendix B) and the values that correspond 

with both the DEM’s were stored in an excel sheet and the mean difference of 70.39 meters between these 

points was calculated. This mean difference was added to the values of the DEM derived from the drone 

with the Raster Calculator tool in ArcGIS. Comparing this DEM with the DEM from the LAS data, it can be 

noticed that a depression in the field is following the line of the predicted former flow with the LAS DEM, 

but that it fades on the left of the DEM and that the values of the DEM decrease gradually to very low 

values. 
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Cross-sections  

In figure 11 below, the cross-sections made with the newly made DEM from the drone images are visualised, 

which correspond with the lines 6, 7 and 8 in Appendix B. The cross-sections are made on the same location 

of the cross-sections 3, 4 and 5 for comparison. The cross-sections 1 and 2 cannot be compared because 

the newly derived DEM does not reach that far. As can be seen, the cross-sections show a more zigzagging 

FIGURE 10. DEM DERIVED FROM DRONE IMAGES PROCESSED BY AGISOFT PHOTOSCAN PROFFESIONAL. PREDICTED FLOW PATH IN 

PINK FROM KONING (2017). 
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pattern. However, if cross-section 6 is compared with cross-section 3, some significant resemblance can be 

seen. The two depressions that are seen in both the cross-sections on the left side seem more exaggerated 

in cross-section 6. This is not the case when cross-section 7 is compared with cross-section 4. In cross-

section 7, the depressions that were present in cross-section 4 are no longer present. The overall line seems 

more flattened, and it is harder to see small depressions due to the peaks. In cross-section 8 the depression 

is still visible, but this is harder to see due to the zigzagging pattern.   

 

 

   FIGURE 11. CROSS-SECTIONS MADE WITH DEM DERIVED FROM AGISOFT PHOTOSCAN PROFESSIONAL. 

Orthomosaic  

In figure 12, the orthomosaic made with the processed drone images in Agisoft Photoscan is shown. For 

creating the orthomosaic, there were two options for the desired surface for the generation process, either 

the mesh or the DEM. When creating the orthomosaic with the mesh, the program experienced a crash. 

This is because the program takes up all the RAM memory space for processing the orthomosaic from the 

images processed at the highest accuracy.  However, the orthomosaic could also be created with the DEM 

without experiencing a crash. Therefore, this pursuit was chosen. The processing time for the image was 

fairly quick (less than 5 minutes). In the image, the channel can be seen as the darker coloured line, going 

through the field from south-east to the north-west. If compared to figures 8, 9 and 10, the line corresponds 

with the predicted channel path and the depression seen in the DEM derived from the drone images. So, it 

can be said that the orthomosaic is detailed enough to be able to show the predicted channel path.  
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FIGURE 12. ORTHOMOSAIC DERIVED FROM DRONE IMAGES PROCESSED IN AGISOFT PHOTOSCAN 
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Discussion  

Cross-sections  
Overall, the depression of the channel can still be seen in cross-section 6 and 8. However, the cross-sections 

differ from the previous ones in a way that a more zigzagging pattern was shown which could already be 

noticed in cross-sections 3,4 and 5. The zigzagging pattern could be due to continuous ploughing, since they 

are taken in the agricultural field. (Koning, 2017). This would be in correlation with the fact that cross-

sections 6, 7 and 8 were taken a day after ploughing occurred, so that they show an even more zigzagging 

pattern. The smooth line of cross-sections 1 and 2 also confirm this, because these were taken in the forest 

where no ploughing has occurred.  

Regarding the difference in height between the corresponding cross-sections, the depressions in cross-

section 6 lie deeper in the landscape if compared to cross-section 3. This is not expected, since it is thought 

that ploughing evens out the height differences. The opposite is seen when comparing cross-section 5 and 

8. In cross-section 8. The depression lies higher in cross-section 8 in the landscape, which could be due to 

the process of filling and ploughing. The unexpected results from cross-section 6 could be due to a 

computational error, knowing that the values for height had to be recalculated. However, this cannot be 

attributed to the fact that the depressions are more deepened in the figure.  

Agisoft Photoscan Professional DEM  
The error in height values in the DEM made with Agisoft Photoscan is probably due to the ‘bowl effect’, which 

is a known error reported by some of the users of Agisoft Photoscan (Agisoft Forum, 2017). The effect is 

described as an error that is a systematic overestimation of the terrain elevation on the borders of the 

image block. This overvaluation increases with distance from the centre (Ouédraogo, Degré, Debouche & 

Lisein, 2014). Therefore, there is room for improvement in the program regarding Digital Elevation Models  

and for avoiding the crashes that occur when a project is running. Improvement would mean better and 

quicker access to this way of acquiring data, in which it has an advance on the data acquired through LiDAR.  

Evidence of paleo channel in core samples  
The samples taken in the forest show some indications of a former flow path. First, the degradation of clay 

content between the corresponding core samples can be seen as an indication of a former fluvial 

environment. The thick layers with high clay content found in samples 1 and 4 could have been deposited 

when the river was cut off due to the creation of the Hammerfließ. When the flow speed of the water 

stream was reduced, the clay sediments could be deposited (Bavis, Brown & Dinnin, 2007). The peaty layer 

in sample 1 could be attributed to the fact that when the clay had filled up the channel adequately, 

vegetation started to grow in a water rich environment, in which plant litter could not be decomposed. 

Because samples 2 and 5 are on the presumed levee, clay will have been deposited on these locations, but 

in a lesser degree because of the gradient of the slope. This explains the lower clay content in these samples. 

On the other hand, when a river floods, it leaves coarser sediments on top of the levee. In cross-sections 1 

and 2 the humps after the depression (figure 8) could be attributed to this. These coarse sediments have 

not been found in the samples. However, the samples were taken on the slope of the presumed levee, and 

not on top of it. This could be an explanation for the absence of the sediments. For samples 3 and 6, outside 

the presumed flow path, the layer with a higher clay content than the layers below can be explain by the 

fact that these could be deposits of flooding. Second, the blueish sand found in samples 1 and 10 could be 

attributed to fluvial deposits of the former channel. However, the sand grains in sample 1 were 300-420 

um, which is the same size as the sand grains found in samples 3 and 6, so these could also belong to the 

parent material. Yet, the sand grains in sample 10 were coarser, which could indicate that these deposits 

do not belong to the parent material, but were deposited by the former channel. Third, the undecomposed 
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material found in samples 3, 8, 9 and 10 indicate a former water rich environment in which plant litter could 

not be decomposed. This could be attributed to the vegetation that was growing in the former flow path.  

Origin and age of the river Golia.  
The original name of the water stream was called ‘Golia’ as described in literature about the area from 

Berghaus (1854). This means that there already existed a flow of water before it was canalised. Another 

fact that confirms this, is that in 1506 a worker that produced hammers was allowed to build a mill with a 

water wheel along this water stream at Gottow (baruther-urstromtal.de, 2017). For further research, it 

could be interesting to look at the age of the sediments that are found in the samples from the predicted 

paleo channel to see if these ages correspond with the theory of an age of around 265 years or older.  For 

dating the paleo channel, optical stimulated luminescence (OSL) techniques for dating is a commonly used 

method (Kemp & Spooner, 2007; Zhang, Zhou & Yue, 2003; Lüthgens, Krbetschek, Böse & Fuchs, 2010). 

OSL, in the context of sediment dating, uses the signal of a light beam that is shined on the sample to 

determine the date of the last exposure to daylight, which is connected to the last deposition of the 

sediment (Aitken, 1998). This could be done in next studies as a continuation of this thesis. In a study of 

Zhang, Zhou & Zen (2003) they criticized this way of dating when using fluvial sediments because the 

sediments are not enough or evenly exposed to daylight before they are buried (Zhang, Zhou & Zen, 2003). 

Yet, in a more recent study of Teo, Ziegler, Wasson & Morthekai, (2017) they explored a new method of 

optical dating for a more accurate age estimation. This could be interesting for further research.  

Another method of dating the water stream is searching for the presence of deposits from the Laacher See 

tephra (LST). The Laacher See Volcano erupted 11,000 yr. B.P. and deposited a layer of distal ash, in which 

the major-element of composition is glass shards.  If this volcanic glass is found in the core samples from 

the presumed flow path, an exact date could be determined for the age of the water stream.  

DEM R. Koning (2017).  

As it is mentioned in the introduction, Koning created his DEM flow path with first identifying the lowest 

lying points in the area, and later linking these with each other to create the best possible flowpath, as seen 

in figure 3 (Koning, 2017).  What is interesting to see is that the pink polygon in the figure follows the current 

Hammerfließ for a large part but around Catchment 3, between Horstwalde and Schöbendorf, it is split in 

a northern and southern flow path. These two branches likely have fallen dry when the Hammerfließ 

channel was created, since they are no longer active in the landscape as a water stream. It could also be 

possible that one of the two branches had fallen dry earlier than the other one due to another force. This 

could be a force by nature, such as a natural blockade through dune formation. In Appendix E, two of these 

possible natural blockades are indicated with a red arrow. In this appendix, the dark lines correspond with 

the cross-sections taken from the DEM in ArcGIS which are shown in Appendix F. As can be seen in the 

cross-sections taken from the whole length, the southern branch seems flatter but there is no great 

difference in depth between both branches. However, the cross-sections show us that when comparing 

cross-section 1 and 2, the northern branch seems to have cut itself deeper into the landscape. For cross-

section 3 and 4, the southern branch has a deeper depression, but the difference is small.  

Dating the abandonment of the paleo channel  
To get a better understanding of the former channel abandonment, a confirmation of abandonment around 

1750 could be helpful to get a better understanding of the process of channel abandonment. An estimation 

of the date can be set with an estimation of the time it took for the peat to form a 5-cm thick layer in soil 

profile 1. In a study of Belyea & Clymo (2001) they created an equation for peat formation, which can be 

seen in figure 14, with the acrotelm thickness in cm as the independent variable. The acrotelm can be 

measured as the layer of peat with living organisms in it, above the catotelm layer with dead plant material 
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or the height of the water table (Belyea & Clymo, 2001). So, for further research on the age of the 

abandonment of the channel, this equation can be used when the acrotelm thickness is known, which can 

be measured in the field.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 14. EQUATION OF PEAT FORMATION WITH THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE OF ACROTELM THICKNESS (CM) (BELYEA & CLYMO, 2001). 
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Conclusion 
In this section, some concluding remarks about the research will be made in order to answer the research 

questions in the introduction, which were: 

“How can the reconstructed former flow path of the precursor of the modern Hammerfließ, through the 

Baruth ice-marginal valley be validated with core samples taken in the research area of Horstwalde, 

Germany”. 

And  

‘’How can the detailed aerial photographs from a drone flight be an addition to the already existing data 

for analysing the former channel flow’’.  

First, to answer the research question, the reconstructed former flow path of the Hammerfließ could be 

validate to a great extend with the core samples taken in the field. If looked at the core samples taken in 

the forest, there was a striking difference between the samples taken in the predicted flow path and outside 

the flow path. There was a higher clay content and a higher content of preserved organic material in some 

layers, which could indicate a former water rich environment. For the samples in the agricultural field, the 

coarse sand particles found in profile 10 gives a good indication of a former fast flowing flow path, in which 

the sediments could be carried and be deposited.  

Secondly, to answer the sub question, the processed drone images are to a great extend an addition to the 

existing data. With the new data, it is now clear how the former flow path changed in the field in the time 

between the moment the LiDAR data was derived and now. The flow path can be less clearly seen in the 

cross-sections and the DEM, which could be attributed to the events of ploughing. This technique of 

deriving data has shown to be efficient, in a way that it can supply detailed images and data in a quick and 

relatively cheap way compared to deriving LiDAR data. However, the computational errors of the DEM 

made it harder to compare the DEM from the LiDAR data and the DEM made from the drone images.  
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Appendix A – Soil profiles  
 

 

 

  

Classification: Gleysol  

 

 

 

Sample point: 1 GPS: latitude = 524’44’’ N longitude = 1325’2’’ E 

30 cm  Ah layer. Black/dark brown colour.  Hummus 

and clay rich. Small amount of lighter sand 

material visible.  

5 cm  P layer. Peaty layer. Blocky texture. Lighter 

colour.  

30 cm  Less non-decomposed material than in 

above layer, but still has peaty hummus. 

Silty.  Higher clay content than in Ah horizon.  

50 cm  Bg layer. Wet conditions. Higher clay content 

than above layers. Black colour.  

 

25 cm  Higher sand content than in above layers. 

Has a lighter grey colour, which indicates 

wetter conditions and Fe reduction. 

Medium-sized sand grains (300 – 420 um). 

Different material than in O horizon. Could 

indicate fluvial deposits.  

1,40 

meter  

Total length  
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Classification: Gleyic Arenosol  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample point: 2  GPS: latitude = 524’45’’ N longitude = 1325’2’’ E 

35 cm  Ah layer. Brown to dark brown colour. 

Organic layer with hummus. Has a small 

amount of sand.   

10 cm  B layer. Higher clay content. Loamy sand.  

25 cm  C1 layer. Yellowish colour. Sandy. MZ 

sand. Fe oxidation gives yellow colour.  

50 cm  C2 layer. White /greyish colour, 

indication of Fe reduction. Indication of 

wetter conditions, probably due to 

groundwater. Medium-sized sand grains 

(300-420 um).   

1,20 

meter 

Total length  
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Soil sample: 3  GPS: latitude = 524’45’’ N longitude = 1325’2’’ E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification: Gleyic Arenosol.  

20 cm Ah layer.  

70 cm.  C1 layer. Sandy colour. Has black stripes in it, 

which is probably hummus from above layer. 

Medium-sized sand grains (300-420 um).   

25 cm C2 layer. Sand layer with a more orange colour. 

This is due to oxidation spots from oxidized Fe.  

25 cm C3 layer. Wetter/muddier conditions. Presence of 

undecomposed litter. Shows properties of peat.  

1,40 meter Total length  
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Soil sample: 4  GPS: latitude = 524’44’’ N longitude = 1325’6’’ E 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification: Gleysol  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

15 cm  Ah layer. Small amount of sand 

present. Black colour. Hummus rich 

with undecomposed litter.  

30 cm Bg layer. High content of clay. Could 

clay a circle without cracks. 

Red/orange spots indicate Fe 

oxidation. Shows high amount of 

undecomposed litter and fungal sites.  

6 cm C1 layer. Brown sand colour. Sandy 

loam. Medium-sized sand grains 

(300-420 um).  

10 cm C2 layer. Blueish grey colour, indicates 

Fe reduction. Loamy sand. Medium-

sized sand grains.  

61 cm  Total length  
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Classification: Gleyic Arenosol.  

 

 

Soil sample: 5 GPS: latitude = 524’44’’ N longitude = 1325’5’’ E 

15 cm.  Ah layer. Black colour. Hummus rich. Small 

amount of sand.   

35 cm.  B layer. Alluvial properties of washed  

hummus and clay which give darker spots. 

Medium-sized sand (300-420 um). Loam.  

25 cm  C1 layer. Reddish colour, which indicates Fe 

oxidation. Sandy structure, medium sized 

grains. Has same structure as above layer 

and layer underneath. Sand  

40 cm C2 layer. White/greyish sand layer. Medium 

sized grains. Sand   

1,20 meter Total length  
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Soil Sample: 6  GPS: latitude = 524’44’’ N longitude = 1325’8’’ E 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification: Gleyic Arenosol.  

 

 

20 cm Ah layer. Dark brown.  Hummus rich. Dry 

condition.  

35 cm  C1 layer. White sandy layer. There are dark 

clay vains present in layer. Very spreadable 

clay. Loamy sand  

30 cm  C1 layer. Same layer, but in wetter conditions. 

So this explains darker colour. Loamy sand 

85 cm Total length  
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Soil Sample: 7 GPS: latitude = 524’45’’ N longitude = 1324’6’’ E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification: Haplic Podsol/ Gleyic Arenosol.  

 

 

70 cm Ah layer. Black hummus layer. Was a bit 

dry. Sandy loam.  

5 cm B layer. Silty loam. Higher clay content 

than above layer.  

85 cm  C layer. Sand layer, medium sized grains 

(300-420 um). Some darker spots in top 

of layer, probably due to washed in clay 

from above layer. Light orange sandy 

probably due to oxidation of Fe.  Colour 

darkens towards the end of the layer, 

due to wetter conditions. No clay was 

felt on site, the structure was not 

spreadable.  

1,60 

meter  

Total length 
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Soil sample: 8 GPS: latitude = 524’45’’ N longitude = 1324’6’’ E 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification: Gleyic Arenosol  

 

40 cm Ap layer. Farmer just ploughed the land. 

Dark hummus layer mixed with a little bit 

of medium-sized sand grains (300-420 um).  

20 cm Transition layer. Layer is disturbed due to 

ploughing. Layers from above and under 

are mixed in together  

70 cm C1 layer. Sand layer. Medium-sized grains 

(300-420 um). Orange/red colour or spots 

due to oxidation of Fe. Orange colour can 

be clearly seen in the above layer. Layer 

colour gets darker going down because of 

wetter conditions.  

30 cm L layer. Layer with darker colour than 

above layer. Not spreadable  and same 

structure. Blueish colour could be due to 

reduction of Fe. Undecomposed twigs and 

woods were present in this layer.  

1,60 meter Total length 
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Soil sample: 9  GPS: latitude = 524’45’’ N longitude = 1324’6’’ E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification: Gleyic Arenosol 

 

20 cm Ap layer. Farmer just ploughed the land. Dark 

hummus rich layer.  

20 cm Transition layer. Layer is disturbed due to 

ploughing. Layers from above and under are 

mixed in this layer. Clay from above mixed 

with sand. More yellow than layer 

underneath, which is probably due to oxidized 

Fe.  

30 cm C1 layer. White sandy colour. Medium fine-

sized grains (210-300 um).  

40 cm L(?) layer. Same sandy structure, medium fine-

sized grains (210-300 um). Darker colour and 

black spots due to undecomposed plant 

material, such as twigs and woods.  

 

 Not able to drill deeper with 
auger because of blub.  

1,10 meter Total length  
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Soil sample: 10  GPS: latitude = 524’48’’ N longitude = 1324’57’’ E 

55 cm Ap layer. Dark hummus rich layer. Land had just 

been ploughed. High clay content. Silty clay.  

15 cm Presence of sand mixed in with layer. Medium-

sized grains (300-420) 

70 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C layer. High content of clay, higher than in Ap 

layer. Oxidation spots are present.  
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Classification: Gleyic regosol.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 cm L layer. Blueish grey coarse sand (630-1250 um). 

Colour due to reduction processes. High amount 

of undecomposed litter.  

1,50 meter Total length  
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Appendix B – Original DEM derived from drone images.  
 

 

DEM DERIVED FROM DRONE IMAGES PROCESSED IN AGISOFT PHOTSCAN. GREEN DOTS REPRESENT POINTS TAKEN FROM ROAD AS A 

REFERENCE BASE FOR ESTIMATING THE HEIGHT. LINES SHOW CROSS-SECTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN FROM DEM FOR COMPARISON 

WITH LAS CROSS-SECTIONS.  
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Appendix C. Presence of channel in field in data from Koning (2017).  
 

 
    DEM (FIRST ROW), COLOUR INFRARED (SECOND ROW) AND HILLSHADE MAP (THIRD ROW) MADE BY KONING (2017). 
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Appendix D – Cross-sections 1 and 2 with corresponding soil profiles.  

 

CROSS-SECTION 2 CORRESPONDING WITH CORRESPONDING CORE SAMPLES 1,2 AND 3. LEGEND OF SOIL LAYERS CAN BE SEEN IN FIGURE 

BELOW 
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CROSS-SECTION 1 WITH CORRESPONDING CORE SAMPLES 4,5 AND 6. LEGEND ATTACHED ALSO CORRESPONDS WITH FIGURE ABOVE 
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Appendix E – Map of cross-sections Northern and Southern branches 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   OUTLINE OF LOCATIONS OF CROSS-SECTIONS SHOWN IN APPENDIX F, AND POSSIBLE INFLUENCE ON SOUTHERN BRANCH INDICATED WITH RED ARROWS.  
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Appendix F – Cross-sections Northern and Southern branch  
 

 

 

CROSS-SECTION OF WHOLE LENGHT OF NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN BRANCHE. 

 CROSS-SECTIONS 1 & 3 TAKEN FROM NORTHERN BRANCH. CROSS-

SECTION 2 & 4 TAKEN FROM SOUTHERN BRANCH 


